
 

 ACROSS 
3. Found __! 
9. A few cachers I know should be put in a ___ 
10. Events are a great way to relax _____ friends 
11. Makes for hot caching south of the border 
12. A cheaper way to fly to the next GW 
14. In Langley they do some searching too 
15. Name brand bug repellant for those summer hikes 
16. A mentor can teach you the ___ and outs of caching 
19. Cache too much and a muggle spouse may start to __ 
22. Where for art thou, nano?  Er, I mean… _____ 
24. Exclamation once you finally get it 
26. Caching Courtesy (abbr.) 
27. Power trails are filled with caches ______ 
28. You are never too ___ to enjoy a good mystery 
29. He might've thought sitting on the dock of the bay was 

hard to handle, if he cached 
30. Rest your legs and feel for a nano 
33. Caching is fun at any ___ 
35. Singing __' Man River while kayak cachin' 
36. Putting a square one into a round hole, a second time, 

trying to get a WVTim puzzle 
38. You're lucky if this spouse, girl- or boyfriend caches 
39. The strength of meds I need after a 5/5 (abbr.) 
40. My given name 
42. Caching can help reduce this measure of body fat 
44. The quality of her caches is beyond ______ 
46. When searching, don't forget to look __ 
47. Check this on your tires before off-road caching 
48. At the airport, they are the ones doing the searching 
50. What geocachers do (two words) 

 DOWN 
1. Possible reply if you ask for a big hint when FTF is still on the line 
2. Solve to get the _____ coords 
3. You can solve this, no __'s, and's, or but's about it 
4. Just me versus the CO, ____ a ____  
5. Inner City Geocaching Organization (abbr.) 
6. Try not to make too many trips here after caching 
7. Trade equal or up; don't succumb to _____ 
8. Silly English knights have been known to say this (var.) 
10. I solved it a long time ___ but am just now trying to find it 
12. How Corfmania might sign a nano 
17. Wish I could have used a crystal ball and just ______ the answer 
18. Turn two, in baseball (abbr.) 
20. This Hawkeye actor declined the spinoff C*A*C*H*E 
21. Don't forget the oars 
23. Often confused with bongos, or a central African river 
25. Initials of the 1,000 and 5,000 cacher event types 
27. Some puzzles and hides feel like a wild _____ chase 
31. A fake or feint, perhaps even a red herring 
32. You ______ always bring water  
34. Earthcache (abbr.) 
35. Avoid urushiol and other poisonous ____ 
37. Living abroad and racking up country souvenirs 
41. Don't forget to ___ for Cacher of the Year 
42. Careful of this type of drunkard if caching in a seedy area  
43. How udderly might sign a nano 
44. Doctor’s aid that registered twice 
45. What you might say when doing a cache near a sewer 
46. Country where you will find the 50 State Star project 
47. Drink with jam and bread for a nice snack on the trail  
49. Hike it from Maine to Georgia 


